. To maximize performance, the DART framework adopts an actor model in which applications are segmented into microtasks and assigned to an actor following a single responsibility. To prove the feasibility of the proposed framework, we implemented the DART system. We also conducted experiments to show that the system can significantly reduce computing burdens and alleviate network load by utilizing the idle resources of intermediate edge devices.
I. Introduction
With the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT), users are now offered a variety of convenient services that connect the physical world with the cyberworld. Traditionally, a large number of users have been mere data consumers; however, many of them have now become data publishers as sensors and devices have become easily utilizable. With the IoT, users are able to collect and even generate meaningful data, thus providing data and services. Service providers, on the other hand, have a larger pool of data to analyze, and have become capable of providing personalized services. For example, users are now able to enjoy personalized healthcare services simply by utilizing network-capable sensors that collect and send data through their smartphone for personal services.
Forecasters predict that the IoT will comprise billions of interconnected devices, each of which will be able to simultaneously sense, communicate, and compute data autonomously [1] . Data produced from these devices are not only large in size but are also growing at an accelerating rate.
In this new paradigm, not only has the amount of data production grown, but user demand for responsive consumption has also aggressively increased. To meet this demand, the data consumption style has changed from batch processing to analyzing streams, finding patterns, or finding anomalies in real-time streaming data. Therefore, a large number of distributed computing engines such as Apache Storm and Apache Spark now offer a real-time stream processing module. Although stream processing has raised the capability of data stream processing, it is still a great challenge and burden for service providers to meet the rapidly increasing rate of data streams. Moreover, the existing distributed computing frameworks target a cloud computing environment where worker nodes are clustered in the cloud. Although such frameworks can handle a large number of data streams, this may not be suitable for services that require an immediate reaction if the server is located remotely, or for services that handle sensitive data that users want processed locally.
To tackle these issues, we introduce a fast and lightweight stream processing framework for the IoT, called DART, which provides a new means of processing a data stream in collaboration with fully distributed IoT devices. "Fully distributed IoT devices" are any intermediate devices or gateways with computing capability between the front-end sensors and backend servers, that is, a smartphone and IoT gateways. The purpose of the DART framework is to compose a logical group of data sources, namely, a Cloud of Things (CoT), and process the data streams more efficiently in a fully distributed fashion. In this method, the server cluster can extricate itself from the burdens of large data streams by allocating portions of tasks to intermediate gateways with idle computing resources. Through server-gateway collaboration in data stream processing, not only can one save on costs, but he or she can also generate faster and more stable reactions to realtime events.
In this paper, we introduce the DART framework in detail, explaining the DART architecture and enumerating its strengths. In addition, we present the core features of the DART framework, namely, DART SPI and API; task and node monitoring; and most important, service and task deployment and allocation. Next, we describe the implementation of the system in the IoT environment. Then, we describe two experiments conducted to confirm the feasibility of the proposed framework and to measure the performance of the proposed system. These experiments were simulated using real data samples in two domains, namely, Air Quality Detection and Human Activity Recognition. The simulations were carried out under several task allocation scenarios. Finally, we conclude this article with some remarks and a discussion of future work.
II. Related Works
In this section, we introduce works that propose key characteristics and architecture approaches similar to our framework. One of our system's main purposes is to use streams to handle the "velocity" of the generated sensor data, which is one of the characteristics of the 3Vs in big data [2] . We also compared our framework with other stream-based data processing frameworks.
In their work [3] , Eleftherakis and others proposed a distributed and autonomous sensor network architecture for IoT that was inspired by bio-organisms using middleware, which acts as a system for agents to communicate through messages. Their suggested use of this middleware is the main part of their view of an IoT architecture that interacts and manages "things" typically without human interaction.
Cherniack and others proposed a system called Medusa [4] , which attempts to handle structural issues when designing a large-scale distributed stream processing system. Medusa is a distributed data stream processing system that provides service delivery among autonomous participants. The authors provide some notable points concerning the issues of structuring and managing stream processing systems. They also introduce valuable techniques and mechanisms that are fundamental for balancing multiple loads to distributed systems. This is similar to our framework.
Hromic and others proposed a system of sensor data analytics for real-time event processing and clustering algorithms. They used OpenIoT [5] to instill their solution of analytical services on top of the collected IoT dataset. In their paper, the authors also presented a real-time correlation analysis among data stream variables collected in real-time from OpenIoT for smart cities. The variables included humidity, SO 2 , and temperature. Their design of stream-processing servers for sensor data suggests a guide toward enabling IoT data analytics on top of IoT streams [6] .
Rao and others proposed a sensor network system to implement IoT applications in cloud computing models based on IoT devices using RFID, HPC, networking, a grid, and cloud computing [7] . Their suggestions include merging cloud services such as IaaS for sensors and actuator models, PaaS for IoT data and control models, SaaS for service application models, and sensing as a service [8] . This showed how IoT can be used as a service, and can be used to improvise the performance of our day-to-day gadgets and activities. The DART framework can be called a cloud service because it is based on the CoT. We view the DART framework as a hybrid service, in that it can provide Infrastructure as a Service, as well as a PaaS cloud, because it can provide sensor data analysis platforms to users.
Apache Gearpump [9] is a data processing engine for stream analysis. It also uses the Akka framework [10] for asynchronous message passing with highly resilient and fast actors used as worker nodes. However, the domain in which the DART framework offers services differs greatly from Gearpump, which is meant to run on high-end clusters of worker nodes: the DART framework works in an unevenly (in terms of processing power and network conditions) distributed environment with a high expectancy of faults owing to the nature of the IoT.
Zaharia and others [11] proposed a dataset that is fault tolerant and helps programmers perform in-memory computations on large clusters. Its dataset, the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD), became the foundation of the framework for Spark [12] . Spark is used in many data processing systems, and claims that it can run 100 times faster than Hadoop MapReduce. It has a large number of tools for processing data. However, during our integration, Spark simply did not fit in our Edge analysis devices, and the DART framework relies on both the edge service and servers to collaborate in an analysis. Owing to the characteristics of the IoT, DART cannot rely on ideal high-end computing nodes or stable high-speed networks all of the time. Hence, we decided that Spark can be optionally connected to a DART server for an additional analysis. However, this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
III. DART Framework
The DART framework aims to overcome both serverbased and edge-only-based methods by grouping IoT devices as a CoT. Using the CoT, the server can interoperate with the edge devices to achieve a high data-analysis processing speed while maintaining high availability in providing cloud services to end users. Our framework complies with the following 4A properties: agile for quick reactions to anomalous values found in the CoT, actionable for agile actuators influencing the CoT in a physical way, accurate in its data analysis results provided to end users, and anonymous in masking private values from intruders. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 , the DART framework provides a means of collecting and managing data from IoT devices in terms of CoT. In the framework, the user can utilize the resources of servers and edge devices to create services in various application domains such as smart campuses and smart farms. In the next subsection, we introduce the architecture of the DART framework in detail. 
DART Architecture
The DART architecture is composed of four layers interworking as shown in Fig. 2 : a service layer that governs the registration of applications, sensors, and controllers; a server layer that manages application deployment and execution; an edge layer that collects and analyzes data streams and control actuators; and finally, device layers that generate data streams and apply the results.
A. Service Layer
Simply put, the service layer of the DART framework interacts with the public domain and the end user. In the service layer, the system provides an IDE as an eclipse plugin, in which users are able to configure a group of IoT devices for a single service theme, namely CoT. Users can also register their own IoT gateways, sensors, and controllers with appropriate APIs and access levels. The IDE also helps configure the development process. In other words, the end user uses the IDE to model and configure the data stream process and to visualize the final results. After that, the DART framework users can develop IoT cloud service applications by using built-in DART tasks or develop their own customized tasks using the DART API set. DART provides simple, easy-to-understand sets of API libraries that make it possible for users to write their own sets of data stream processing tasks.
The service layer also includes a CoT dynamic configuration and management subsystem that manages every CoT device interface and collects data streams for hierarchical analysis. Its purpose is to create an agile, fault-tolerant CoT system independent of other subsystems, where devices can be monitored and dynamically restructured at times of need. There are two modules for this subsystem: the CoT management server, which is to be deployed in the mainframe, and a CoT manager deployed in the edge devices.
B. Server Layer
The server layer represents the mainframe of the framework. It can be installed on a single server or in thousands of clusters. It can call other data processing APIs to process data more efficiently, and it might also store a large amount of data on the DB stacks. In addition to application management, it is designed to handle the heavy operations in the DART framework because this framework is usually installed in a high-end computing machine. The main entity in this layer is the DART server, which has a couple of features.
First, DART server holds the information of IoT devices and gateways. Owing to the fact that every IoT sensor, actuator, and device needs to be registered in advance, DART server has a CoT description database. Using this information, DART server can provide sensors, devices, and gateways to users without difficulty in utilizing them. A typical CoT description includes the IPv6 addresses of the things, their ID, their type, and other elements. Second, DART server is responsible for deploying the service application to the edge and itself. After the user defines and submits a service application with CoTs, DART server utilizes the API library and its tools, assembling the application for deployment. Third, DART server also monitors, maintains the CoT service because edge devices are limited in processing power and energy, and thus are not 100% reliable in every situation. DART server needs to make sure the data flow from the sensors to the destination is in good condition, and must recover when faults occur.
Finally, DART server's main jobs is to process the data sent from the edge layer. For example, DART server can batch process global data that local IoT devices will be inefficient at handling. Edge devices might have limited access to remote sensors, whereas DART server has global access to all child devices. Similarly, DART server can indirectly access all actuators in the CoT through edge devices.
C. Edge Layer
The edge layer is also one of the key layers in the DART framework. It closely interworks with the server layer where thousands of IoT gateways communicate with IoT sensors and actuators. In this layer, we will call the devices or gateways that run the edge layer service as edge devices. Edge devices may have limited computing power, but owing to their close location and relationship with IoT sensors or actuators, edge devices frequently have an advantage over DART server in data processing. Hence, edge devices collaborate with the server device to process data streams in a timely fashion.
Edge devices can directly collect data streams from local sensors in their CoTs, and invoke those actuators that take the actions into account based on the analyzed results. Edge device can also perform a light analysis of its data streams, which can reduce the network and computational loads of the central server. In addition, thanks to the locality of the edge devices, they can often react faster than the central server for light computations. These computations can include data preprocessing, data filtering, feature extraction, and data analysis. Should DART server be unavailable for edge devices, they also have the ability to temporarily buffer their output until the server is up again, or take control and manage tasks that were originally assigned to the server as a means of fault tolerance.
D. Sensor and Controller Layer
We expect the number of IoT devices to increase at an exponential rate, and sensors and actuators are going to be the main source of data generation. We defined sensor and actuator layers for things that produce data streams or receive controls to take actions. Sensors and controllers must be registered with interfaces to communicate with the CoT management subsystem to produce data or change the internal status.
Tasks and Task API
Tasks are the unit class of computations in DART framework's runtime. When the server creates a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for a CoT data analysis application, the tasks are the node elements of the DAG. In general, tasks usually have inputs and outputs connected to other tasks. Exceptions are the source task and sink task, both which are extensions of a task. The source task is created at the start of the DAG, and it only has outputs to other tasks. It is responsible for generating data streams; for example, it connects and collects sensor data through sockets and passes them to the subscribers. The sink task, on the other hand, takes inputs from other tasks, but the streams end there. Sink tasks are responsible for writing or printing data or can be used to invoke actuators.
Finally, tasks other than the source task and sink task are any processing tasks that require both inputs and outputs. For example, a filtering task is a type of processing task that applies filters to the input stream and sends the outputs to the next tasks.
Application DAG can be created easily via Task API, which is currently offered in GUI and Scala language. It consists of methods such as creating a new DAG and tasks, in addition to defining flows among the tasks. All tasks have initiate, execute and terminate methods for runtimes that can also be customized. Figure 3 presents a user-friendly drag & drop GUI for creating DART application DAG.
Functionalities
The proposed DART system offers a variety of functionalities to maximize convenience for end users. The DART system consists of three main functionalities: deployment and execution, node and task monitoring, and task allocation and reallocation. The built-in functionalities can also be extended by the users according to their appropriate policy.
A. Deployment and Execution
Actors are the execution managers during the DART framework's runtime. The DART application is composed of a set of tasks, and whose process is managed through an application actor. Each task is assigned to a task actor, which manages the execution and transport of input and output messages. Currently, the DART system runs on JVM and uses Scala as its language. The compiled results are .jar files that can be executed in all Java compatible devices.
The execution flow of the DART system starts by grouping things into a CoT. This can be a predefined type of device for a service theme, but the users can also try out their own CoT collection. The end user may also define tasks to deploy, flows to connect, and DAGs to construct. The DAG is the end result of what the user submits. After the user submit a service application to execute, the DART server will gather the necessary device information to build the CoT from the CoT management server. After that, the DART server will assemble the libraries, tasks, and CoT information into executable files, one for the DART server itself and the other for the DART edge devices.
DART edge devices are preinstalled with DART agents, which allow the server to check the heartbeat and deploy DART applications through REST protocol messages. The end user can select edge devices to run the DART application; otherwise, by default, the DART server selects the first edge device when the CoT is created. In fact, the default deployment method is quite efficient because CoTs are usually created for the nearest edge devices with stable network conditions. After the DART application has been deployed to the edge devices, the tasks are deployed by the application actor. The DART system runs the DAG streams using the Akka toolkit. Extended from Akka actor, the application and task actor can send messages to each other asynchronously in a nonblocking manner. Task deployment is a process by which the application actor deploys task actors to the available worker nodes and connects them based on the application DAG. Each task actor is assigned a single task to execute. After the tasks are deployed, they are initiated for execution according to the predefined DAG.
We created this hierarchical group of actors for several reasons. First, we wanted a data flow from a source to a sink. By using actors, we were able to easily create a DAG by utilizing actors as nodes and messages as edges. Second, we wanted to separate the tasks and task actors so that the users do not have to worry about the entire graph or flow of data when they are creating tasks. Third, through an interesting feature of Akka, Akka actors have a location transparency in which tasks actors can be remotely deployed anywhere. They serialize and send messages to actors remotely without understanding the upper layer. Fourth, task actors can be easily managed if they are bound by a system. This includes reallocating the actorsand the task-to another system, in addition to starting or stopping the task. The end users do not have to worry about managing native functions or threads.
B. Node and Task Monitoring
The DART framework consists of two monitoring modules to retain fault-tolerant and high-throughput lifecycles of applications: node and task monitoring modules. The node monitoring module collects the status of worker nodes such as the CPU, memory, and network loads. The task monitoring module, on the other hand, measures the throughput of the tasks during an execution. In addition, the task monitoring module can also calculate the latency between tasks and the execution time. The monitoring metrics are measured via task actors, each of which increments its throughput whenever its execution method is called. The application actor periodically gathers and reports the monitoring information to the DART server in JSON format using the REST protocol, and its reporting period can also be dynamically adjusted.
The monitoring information can also be visualized in realtime on the Web for the end users so that they can simply check the throughput of the tasks, their position in a bottleneck, the execution time of each stream cycle, and other factors. This information can be used for possible reallocation of the tasks or for restructuring the application for greater efficiency.
Meanwhile, the system analyzes the monitoring information dynamically to allocate tasks to the worker nodes for the best performance. The details of the task allocation and reallocation methods are described in the next subsection.
C. Task Allocation and Reallocation
One of the features in the DART framework is that the IoT edge node interoperates with the server so that both components can participate in a real-time data analysis. The DART framework incorporates a task allocation method to distribute tasks among geospatially distributed edge nodes to maximize the execution performance of the applications.
In a distributed computing environment, there are a number of works that aim to schedule and manage the process tasks on multiple distributed nodes while processing the data streams. For example, Goncalves and others presented a solution for scheduling multiple projects with constrained resources. They deployed genetic algorithms with random keys so that each project task is generated with a heuristic function to build a parameterized active schedule based on the priorities [13] .
In geospatially distributed computing environments, the execution performance of tasks is largely affected not only by the computing capability and status of the worker nodes, but also by the network condition between assigned worker nodes and the size of the input and output. Hence, location-aware scheduling [14] , [15] is often very practical for assigning tasks to distributed worker nodes. For example, low computational tasks such as data preprocessing or simple mathematics with large input and output streams would generate better performance results if they were assigned to a local gateway instead of a distant server cluster owing to the latter's network latency. On the other hand, high computational tasks such as training a dataset would take a much longer time if performed in a device with limited processing power.
Moreover, the execution environments are rather dynamic in the real world because multiple applications can be run from different stakeholders for a single DART system. Therefore, a combinational approach with precise monitoring and estimations would lead to the best performance in such an environment. The tasks and worker nodes must be consistently monitored for maintaining optimal execution processes, reallocating tasks whenever needed based on the task allocation policies.
Finding the optimal task allocation, however, is an NP-hard problem because the task execution time may vary based on the computing capabilities and status of the worker nodes. In addition, even the data transport can greatly differ based on the conditions of the network and the node assignments. In the IoT environment, the problem is even more severe because the worker nodes are geospatially sparse with an unpredictable network. Hence, the DART framework adopts greedy strategies or a genetic algorithm to find optimal task allocations to support such dynamism. The task reschedule method is as follows.
IV. Experiment
In this subsection, we describe several motivating scenarios to validate the feasibility of the proposed framework. The DART system is applicable not only to our daily lives in areas such as personal health care and smart homes, but also to a large number of industries including smart farms and building energy management systems. We conducted two simulation experiments to confirm the performance of the proposed systems in terms of air quality detection and human-activity recognition domains.
Experimental Simulation I: Air Quality Detection
During the past decade, interest in measuring air quality has increased significantly owing to the growing amount of fine dust in the air, which we are unable to detect with our bare eyes. With the IoT paradigm, users are now able to measure the degree of pollution by themselves, utilizing readily made sensors. In fact, there is a growing trend of self-measuring the degree of fine dust in South Korea because public fine dust observatories, which cover zones at the macro level, are often located at a high altitude far from the user's actual surroundings.
Hence, to confirm the feasibility of the DART system in a plausible real-world scenario, we simulated an air quality detection system, implementing five gateways plus a central server. To do so, we built data generators based on a real-world air quality dataset [16] .
The experiment was composed of eight tasks in each stream cycle, as shown in Fig. 4 . We ran three allocation scenarios: a server-centric scenario, which is the usual central management scenario; a balance scenario, where preprocessing tasks are assigned to the edge gateway; and an edge-centric scenario, in which the entire process is allocated to the edge gateway. The scenarios consist of 10 raw sensor data streams to process, including CO, NO 2 , and O 3 . Figure 5 shows the experiment results of the three scenarios. As expected, the experiment shows that the server-centric scenario utilizes the CPU the most, which is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . On the other hand, the server-edge balance scenario saves approximately 13.99% of server CPU usage on average, whereas the edge-centric scenario saves an average of 18.38%. Again, these scenarios only have five edge devices in action, and the CPU usage saving of the server will significantly increase if the number of edge devices increases.
Figures 5(b) and 5(e) depict the network reception of the server in bytes per cycle. The graph shows that the network reception of the server in the balance scenario is approximately half that of the server-centric scenario, whereas the edge-centric scenario utilizes only one quarter that of the server-centric scenario. Although saving a few thousand bytes per cycle seems quite small, it can lead to network bottlenecks when the number of sensors increases and/or the frequency of the sampling increases. Last, Figs. 5(c) and 5(f) illustrate the CPU usage of edge devices, a Raspberry Pi 3 and an MSI Cube N, respectively. On average, the Raspberry Pi 3 utilizes approximately 30.18% more CPU power, whereas the server-edge balance scenario utilizes 20.14% more CPU power when compared with the server-centric scenario. Similarly, edge-centric and balance scenarios for the MSI Cube N showed increases of approximately 12.64% and 6.31% when compared with the server-centric scenario. Both types of edge devices could remain relatively stable for all three scenarios.
Experimental Simulation II: Human Activity Recognition (HAR) Using Smartphones
The Reyes-Ortiz and others public domain dataset for human activity recognition [17] is a dataset of 30 people performing several actions that were captured in six sensor data: x, y, z values of the accelerometer and the gyroscope of a smartphone. Because of the high frequency of the data collected (50 Hz), every 150 lines (or window size) of the raw data was compressed into 1 line of 561 features, which were calculated by various values such as mean, standard deviation, median absolute deviation, minimum, maximum, signal magnitude area, energy measure, signal entropy, auto regression, and correlation. Each line was labeled based on the activity of the raw data as walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, lying, and so on.
Although the data comprised over 500 feature vectors, we successfully managed to train our CoT analysis framework using their dataset. In doing so, we successfully managed to test their examples and achieve a high accuracy rate during an analysis in a real-time streaming environment. To achieve this application, we used the Primal Estimated Sub-Gradient Solver for SVM (Pegasos) [18] , an online learning algorithm using a stochastic gradient descent to achieve a high-speed but relatively accurate and nonlinear SVM classifier that can be adapted to learn from large datasets, or in our case, huge amounts of fast data. Compared with traditional methods of batch processing, using Pegasos on our CoT edge devices made it possible to actually finish the processing in real time, and the accuracy trade-off was acceptable.
During the simulation, we used five intermediate edge devices as worker nodes, and one central server. To make the scenario as plausible as possible, we assigned a single-person dataset to each edge device, mimicking a real-world situation in which a user's smartphone works as a data source and an intermediate edge device. The scenarios for this experiment consisted of 33 tasks of collecting raw data from an accelerometer and gyro sensors, extracting and learning the data features, and making predictions, as shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 7 illustrates the results of the human activity recognition scenarios. We set the window size of the raw data stream to 150. This was to match the raw data window size to each label as much as possible. After the raw data was feature extracted, that newly processed data was streamed by a window size of 10 lines each. Since this flow was sent by a small batch of data, this was called a mini batch stream. This reduced the variance of the gradient descent (used in Pegasos SVM) updates, and used bigger step sizes, which made the algorithm faster compared with single instance streams. Under the server-centric scenario, the central server conducted the training to create both individual models and a global model. The scenario consisted of two prediction tasks, one for local human activity recognition and the other for a new subject.
Although we implemented an online learning algorithm that uses a stochastic gradient descent for efficiency, the computing load of the training was still significant. In fact, the central server used approximately 10% of the CPU to create six predicting models from streaming, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . By allocating the local training procedure to the edge device, the CPU load of the server could be dropped to below 2%. In other words, a single server became capable of training hundreds of data streams online when tasks were distributed to edges with idle computing power.
Furthermore, we observed a significant improvement in the network when preprocessing tasks were assigned to the intermediate edge devices. Through the filtering and extraction of features, the size of the raw data stream became significantly lighter. In this experiment, for example, a window size of approximately 150 with six data streams was preprocessed for single training data with 561 features.
Unlike the previous experiment in the air quality detection domain, the Raspberry Pi 3 seemed to struggle with the assigned tasks under the balance scenario. The CPU load of the Raspberry Pi fluctuated at approximately 50%, producing a long delay during the training task. On the other hand, MSI Cube N did not generate much of a delay, and its CPU load was under control, mostly remaining at below 20%. Our results were for each second of input. The Raspberry Pi 3 took an average of 11.51 s to feature extract and SVM train each batch, while the MSI Cube N took an average of less than 200 ms each to process the same tasks.
Thus, the MSI Cube N edge device satisfies our requirement of real-time processing for the DART framework. If the application is a time-critical service, a heavy task such as Server-edge Server machine learning should be assigned to high-performance edge devices such as MSI Cube N. In such cases, the DART system can reassign the training task through a task reallocation method. Figure 8 describes the prediction error in human activity recognition. Each edge device predicts the owner's human activity using the individual model, whereas human activities of a new subject are predicted using a global model. Each stream window was iterated three times with a 0.1 regularization and batch size of 5. Because the number of iterations was the same across the devices, the prediction errors were similar. We expect that one can increase the prediction error by assigning more iterations for online training in highend devices.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the exponentially high growth of the Internet of Things, and the amount of data that it can generate. We introduced how traditional methods for batch processing large amounts of data are often inefficient and infeasible in a world where data are produced at an incredible rate. Thus, we proposed an application layer architecture system called the DART framework that processes a data stream in real time while grouping sensors and actuators into the so-called Cloud of Things. We also showed how the DART framework operates its mainframe server and its edge devices to enable collaboration in a stream data analysis of fast data.
We then discussed the deployment issues and challenges involved in designing the DART framework. Finally, we tested the DART framework on real-world datasets: an air quality dataset and a human activity recognition dataset. We showed that by balancing the CPU, memory, and network workloads, the DART framework's collaborating analysis can be beneficial compared with traditional methods such as the monolithic "server" model or pure "fog computing" model. By doing so, the DART framework can be the basis for a scalable data analysis system that is agile, accurate, and actionable.
In our future work, we will attempt to expand the DART framework's abilities while also stabilizing its core engines. We plan to add an autonomous task scheduler specifically designed to handle DART's load. We view the DART framework as different from other clusters or systems because it is based on a very uneven environment, that is, every device in the DART system is very different on various levels. Although the DART server is a very powerful mainframe computer, it is limited in mobility and can only handle a certain amount of network load. In addition, the DART edges are limited devices in term of performance, although they differ from other computer network devices in that they can communicate directly with IoT sensors and the Internet, which makes them a sensor subnetwork router. Our goal is to create a task scheduler that can perform under optimum conditions, that is, act as a moderator that can monitor and supervise the DART server, DART edges, and IoT devices with minimal human intervention.
We also plan to add additional functionalities for more analysis libraries that can make DART edges and the DART server collaborate to a greater degree. For this case, we believe that the role of a DART server is vital. For example, if we want the DART edge to detect unexpected events, it must have a higher understanding of the data stream to define normal situations. Unfortunately, as we have shown, it is highly impractical for the DART edge to train an entire batch of data during stream processing, and it is unreasonable for a DART edge to acquire global data from other edge devices, possibly owing to security issues. Thus, the DART edge needs the DART server to cooperate. It needs the DART server to normalize the data, pack up the parameters, and update the analysis edge, while receiving streaming data and requests from the analysis edge for new training at the same time. To function fully, such methods also require the analysis edge to act automatically without human intervention.
